**Tennis Tournament Begins Next Monday**

The annual tennis tournament for the M.I.T. championship begins Monday, July 31, on the Walker Memorial courts. Notices concerning the matches are posted on the bulletin board in Building 10. The first round must be played off by next Friday. This tournament affords an opportunity for all Tech men to compete in a popular sport, find out what they can do, and, as a result, all the better be fit to do it.

**Veterans Return To Crew Activity**

Tech Boats Might Meet Several Crews In Fall

With the return of many of last term's veteran lettermen, the crew season has swung into full stride. Russell, Hoagland, Jorgenson, Hunter, and other members of last term's varsity and junior varsity boats who were missing the first week, put in an appearance at the boathouse early this week and are rowing regularly now.

The most serious losses from last June are several star-board rowers including Cook and Claire of the varsity, both of whom have left M.I.T. To somewhat offset this deficiency, big John Rudolf, recently a V. port man, has changed to the starboard and is making fine progress.

**Coxswains Still Needed**

Every day seven shells can be sent out for practice. With just two weeks to field day, it is sent that a great many more members of the classes of 10-46 and 11-46 have gone all out in the practice every morning. The majority of them are on the Navy and have additional notice every morning.

On the other hand, the frosh have shown an amazing lack of spirit, with less than twenty men showing themselves known to the work of the men, and they can show their spirit by turning out where they are sorely needed.

**Sigs Cross the Plate in Big Second Inning, When the Phi Sigs Put on the Attack**

When the Phi Sigs put on the attack, which Cappi and Stephenson, and Craig paced the Phi Gamma Delta, with three full teams to draw on for substitutes, overwhelmed Theta Delta Chi 17-2, as Dave Trageres burned the ball across the plate to keep the Theta Delta out of the baselines. Jackson, Stephenson, and Craig paced the Phi Gam attack, which Cappi and Ayres of the opposition tried their best to halt.

**Phi Gams Triumph**

Phi Gamma Delta, with three full teams to draw on for substitutes, overwhelmed Theta Delta Chi 17-2, as Dave Trageres burned the ball across the plate to keep the Theta Delta out of the baselines. Jackson, Stephenson, and Craig paced the Phi Gam attack, which Cappi and Ayres of the opposition tried their best to halt.

**Tennis Courts Are Available**

Eight tennis courts are available for the use of all connected with Technology. Four of these are located just outside of Walker Memorial and four more are at Briggs Field.

There is no charge for the use of any of these courts, but anyone who wishes to use them must sign up personally. Appointments for the courts at Walker can be made with Ed Pung not more than two days in advance; appointments for the others can be made at Briggs Field House by a 10-6 count, as they pounded the ball to all fields. The winners were never seriously threatened, as Don Biller, Theta Chi pitcher, held the opposition in check, despite some long drives by Farnum and Adams of the Brookline team.

**Theta Chi Outpoints Sigma Nu By 10-4 Count**

**Phi Gams In 17-2 Win**

**Slug-Fests Predominate In Beaver Key Softball Contests Last Week-End**

**Track Men Receive Awards At Dinner**

Last night at the Track Club dinner held at the Smith House, Louis McKee was awarded the Technique Cup for the highest scorer of the spring season. Captain Bryant, Bailey, McKee, Goldie, Hollister, and Schwartz were awarded straight "Ts."

Captain Bud Bryant acted as toastmaster and the diners heard from Dean Pitre, Professor Ashdown, and Ralph Jope.

**Goldie New Captain**

At the close of the dinner Charles Goldie was elected to succeed Bud Bryant as captain of the season of 1944-1945, and it was announced that Dick Poorman succeeds Art Schwartz as Cross Country captain.

**Tennis Courts Are Available**

Eight tennis courts are available for the use of all connected with Technology. Four of these are located just outside of Walker Memorial and four more are at Briggs Field.

There is no charge for the use of any of these courts, but anyone who wishes to use them must sign up personally. Appointments for the courts at Walker can be made with Ed Pung not more than two days in advance; appointments for the others can be made at Briggs Field House by a 10-6 count, as they pounded the ball to all fields. The winners were never seriously threatened, as Don Biller, Theta Chi pitcher, held the opposition in check, despite some long drives by Farnum and Adams of the Brookline team.

**Phi Gams Triumph**

Phi Gamma Delta, with three full teams to draw on for substitutes, overwhelmed Theta Delta Chi 17-2, as Dave Trageres burned the ball across the plate to keep the Theta Delta out of the baselines. Jackson, Stephenson, and Craig paced the Phi Gam attack, which Cappi and Ayres of the opposition tried their best to halt.

**Phi Sigma Kappa, with Bowman on the mound, outdistanced Student House by a 10-1 count, as seven Phi Sigs crossed the plate in a big second inning. Wait Kulesa, the defeated moundsmen, looked good both before and after that big inning, when the Phi Sigs put on the scoreboard.”
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